
ONE BUCK GANG - RULES AND REGULATIONS
UPDATED - JULY 31, 2016

 
1.        For the 2016 One Buck Gang Shooting Season:

a.        The One Buck Gang “Senior OFFICIAL” is Larry Davidson, or designated alternate.
b.        The One Buck Gang “Secretary” is Forrest Waldy, or designated alternate.
c.        The “Shooting Line” will be controlled by Larry Davidson or designated alternate.
d.        The “Range Master” will be selected/designated prior to each match.
e.        The “Head Scorer” and “Statistical Officer” is Wayne Duke, along with Assistant Scorers.
f.         The “Target Master/Provider” is Larry Davidson, or designated alternate.  Controls all competition 
targets prior to said targets being turned over to Scorers.
g.        All disputes will be decided by committee composed of Larry Davidson, Rich Naterelli and Wayne 
Duke.
h.        Sponsor’s Representative and contact is Nick Komick.

 
2.        As per Sponsor’s instructions on or about 12-July-2015, the One Buck Gang is governed by seven (7) 
Councilors.

Original councilors were appointed by Sponsor.  Replacement Councilors are approved by majority vote of 
remaining councilors.  Current Councilors are:  Barry Hickman, Craig Manion, Larry Davidson, Rich Naterelli, 
Tim Langwald, Wayne Duke and Forrest Waldy.  

 
3.         To be effective and binding upon the “One Buck Gang,” all Rules/Regulations must be approved by a 
majority vote of its Ruling Councilors.  A minimum of five (5) councilors are required for a quorum and four (4) 
councilors must vote in agreement for a rule or regulation to be adopted or modified and/or to make a decision 
binding upon the One Buck Gang.

 
 

4.        All sanctioned One Buck Gang shooting competitions will occur at the Rio Grande Shooting Range unless 
otherwise noted and or changed.

 
5.        The 2016 Sanctioned Shooting Season Starts on January 29, 2016, the first Friday after the One Buck Gang 
Banquet.

 
6.        The 2016 Sanctioned Shooting Season ends on the Friday before Thanksgiving.  The Normal shooting 
season will be comprised of approx. 40+ sanctioned shooting sessions.  Said sanctioned shooting sessions will be 
on Fridays immediately following the “Villages Air Gun Club” Bench Rest Competition Shoot, unless otherwise 
specified.  The current “Villages Recreation Department” permit for the One Buck Gang competitions at the Rio 
Grande Range is from 12 noon up to 2 pm on Fridays.

 
7.        After the end of each sanctioned shooting season, the “One Buck Gang” will hold a banquet, where 
competitors will receive rewards they have earned during the previous sanctioned shooting season.

 
8.         In order to participate in a sanctioned shooting session a one dollar ($1) “Competition Fee” must be paid 
to the Range Master and or designated “One Buck Gang” official prior to the start of each sanctioned shooting 
session.  The “Competition Fees” obtained for a specific sanctioned shooting session/match will be paid out to 
the authorized competitor with the highest shooting score for that session/match.

 
9.        There are NO “Make-up” shoots for the One Buck Gang.

 
10.     There is NO “HANDICAP” scoring system.  Scores are calculated from actual values of shots fired as 
determined by the One Buck Gang Head Scorer or his designated alternate.

 
11.       The “One Buck Gang’s” designated “Range Marshall” is in control of the operation and function of the 
Range at all times when the range is reserved for the use of the “One Buck Gang”.

 
 



12.     With reference to shooting sights allowed during One Buck Gang Shoots, you can use open sights, peep 
sights and red dot sights with “  NO MAGNIFICATION” of any kind.  Rifles can be checked at any time by the Range
Master or designated alternate.  Any violation will result in disqualification from the match.

 
13.     Targets are provided for each shooter competing in a sanctioned shooting session/match by the designated
“One Buck Gang” target master.

a.         Shooters competing in a sanctioned One Buck Gang shooting session do not handle their targets 
until officially scored targets are returned to competitors for examination.  Until targets are scored and 
scorers posted on official scoresheet all targets will be handled and controlled by designated “One Buck 
Gang” officials.
b.        Each target contains ten (10) bulls around its perimeter.  Each shooter is to fire one pellet into each 
of these ten (10) bulls.  Competitors are limited to ten (10) shots at their target.  If a bull contains more 
than one hole, than the highest rated hole is discarded and only the hole with the lowest value is scored 
for the bull.
c.        If any target contains more than ten (10) holes, the score for that target will be penalized/reduced 
by a value of twenty (20) points per hole for each hole over the authorized ten (10) holes.
d.        The designated minimum official PRACTICE TIME will begin after the final round of the “Villages Air
Gun Club” bench rest shooting, Fridays, at the Rio Grande Range.
i  There will be a minimum of ten (10) minutes of practice time available to competitors.  It is the 

responsibility of       
    each competitor to have their equipment setup in advance of scheduled practice time.  Scheduled 
competition    

             will not be delayed because a competitor failed to utilize available practice time

         ii  Under the direction of the designated “Range Marshall”, Competitors will have ten (10) minutes to shoot ten    

             pellets into their target during a sanctioned shooting session/match.

        iii  No more than ten (10) shooters will be on the line at one time.

        iv    All TIES will be decided by SUDDEN DEATH SHOOTOUT.  Each “tied” Competitor will take one shot at their

               designated target.  Targets will be scored and the high score wins.  In the event of a “Tie” score another   

               qualifying volley will be shot by “tied” Competitors and scored.  This is repeated until one of the competitors
  

               obtains a higher score at the end of a competitive volley.  High Score wins match and monetary prize           

               composed   of collected Competition fees for that match.

 
14.     For sanctioned matches, all targets will be scored by two (2) or more designated officials “One Buck Gang” 
scorers.  Scores will be available after the end of each sanctioned match.  An official scoresheet will be printed 
and posted in the display case at the Rio Grande Range on a weekly basis.

a.        If a competitor desires to challenge their score for a given target, their challenge must be made on 
the day of competition, they must pay a challenge fee of ($5) to the Head Scorer.  If their challenge is 
successful the challenge fee is returned to the competitor.  If their challenge fails, the challenge fee is 
added to the daily pot for that match.
b.        In order to receive a “ten” value score for any bull, the entire “ten” value dot must be shot out.  
(Commonly referred to as a “10X”).  If a portion of the center “ten” value dot is removed by the shooter’s 
pellet, but any portion of the center “ten” value dot remains, the bull will be scored as a nine (9).
c.        All shoots must stay away from the scoring tables and refrain from any conversation with the 
scorers.  If you fail to meet these standards, and bother the scores, your target will be scored as a (0)!
d.        Any time a shooter is forward of the red line during a One Buck Gang competition match on the Rio
Grande Range said shooter is considered as an active participant that match and will not be permitted to 
participate in any other matches that day.

 
15.     The head Scores/Statistical Officer for the “One Buck Gang” will retain scores of all targets completed in all 
sanctioned matches for the entire season.  The average score for each competitor will be calculated from all 
scores by that competitor for the current season.  These AVERAGE scores will be utilized to determine the 
specific competitor with the highest average score for a given shooting season.



 
16.      In order to be able to compete for the annual award, members must compete in and have targets officially
scored for a minimum of 50% of the sanctioned matches in a given season.

 
17.     The shooter with the highest average score at the end of the sanctioned season will be awarded the One 
Buck Gang “Champion “trophy/award to maintain and display permanently.  This trophy is the permanent 
property of the Competitior with the highest average score for the year.

 
18.     Councilors voted to keep original One Buck Gang “logo”.

 
19.     One Buck Gang Council elected Larry Davidson as “chairman” for the Council on 21-Sept.-2015.

 
20.     In Case of emergency, Council members can participate in council meetings by way of phone as of 21-Sept.-
2015.

 
21.     A 22 caliber Lever Action Henry Rifle will be awarded to the first One Buck Gang competitor to shoot and 
receive an official score of “100” (One Hundred) during an official One Buck Gang  competition at the Rio Grande 
Range as of 21-Sept.-2015.

 
22.     It should be noted what when a qualified One Buck Gang shooter wins a MAJOR CLUB PRIZE at any given 
time, they will than not be eligible to win another major prize for two (2) years from the date of that win.

 
23.     During competition events, no one may pick up or clean up equipment before “Cold Range” is called as 
such actions interfere with shooters still shooting.  Failure to comply will result a in a score of “0” (zero) being 
entered for that competitor for that match as of 21-Sept-2015.

 
24.     “Face to face” councilor meetings should be scheduled as needed.  Basic communications would be 
handled by way of e-mail as of 3-Aug.-2015.

 
Please discard any printed Rules and Regulations dated other than July 31, 2016.


